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ED IT O RIAL D E PA R T M EN T N O T E
Trea su ry Decision 4422 rela ting to allowable deprecia tion for income ta x
purposes has presented many accountants and a ccounting executives with a
considerable problem in fact - finding. This ru ling when ta k en in conju nction
with Mi meogra p h 4 1 7 0 a nd For m R. A. 71 4 seems to requ ire a considera ble
amou nt of deta il rega rding depreciable fixed a ssets tha t ma ny concerns have
never attempted. to accumulate and summarize. In some cases original
records rela ting to fixed assets are not fully ava ilable. H o w the Trea su ry
Department will enforce its rule in such cases is the question now facing
many corpora tions. In other cases the original records, such as invoices,
journal vouchers and similar forms, are still available, but the problem
of sifting this ma ss of material for the required details has appeared so
formidable that many accountants have delayed starting work in hopes of
securing fu rther information indicating more clearly the exa ct information
required.
T he first article in this Bu lletin is intended to assist the accountant who
is casting abou t for suggested forms or schedules to be used in accumulating the information required by the government.
The a u thor of this a rticle, George J. Armstrong, a ssu mes tha t the origina l
da ta is available and outlines a su ggested method to be followed in getting
the i nform a tion in form for p rese nta ti on to the Trea su ry Depa rtment. Mr.
Arm str ong is a gra dua te of Newbu rgh Academy, Newburgh, N. Y., and
ho l d s t h e B. C . S . D e gr e e f r o m N e w Y o r k U n i v e r s i t y. W h i l e at t h e l a t t e r
i ns t i t u t i on he w a s e l e ct e d t o Be t a A l p h a Ps i , na t i o n a l h o n o r a r y a c c o u n t i n g
f r a t e r n i t y. H i s w i d e e x p e r i e n c e i s a t t e s t e d b y h i s v a r i o u s c o n n e c t i o n s , i n cl ud i n g five ye a r s wi t h B r o w n B r o t h e r s a n d C o m p a n y, on e ye a r in t h e G e n e r a l

Accou nting a nd Au dit Division of the New York T elephone Compa ny, three
yea rs a s Assistant Chief Cost Accou nta nt with the Chica g oPneu jna tic T ool
Compa ny, one year as General Accounta nt and Office-Va h a g e r of Q u A e r
Ma id Company, Inc., three yea rs with Johnson and Johnson as special accou nta nt a n d one yea r with th e Fo rd Instru ment Compa ny. H e i s a member of our Brooklyn Chapter.
Ma ny a ccountants a re of the opi nion th a t enfo rce ment of T . D. 4422 will
ma k e necessa ry in the fu tu re the use of detailed pla nt and equipment records.
In m a ny ca ses the se r eco rds ma y well ta ke the form of pu n ched ca rds. In
ou r second a rticle on "Equ ipment a nd Depreciation Contro l thro u gh th e Use
of T a b u l a t i n g C a r d s , " W a r r e n B. M o n t g o m e r y , A s s i s t a n t t o t h e P r e s i d e n t

of the Colora do Fu el and Iron Compa ny, ou tlines the procedu re u sed by his
company in tra nsferring to a punched ca rd system and the nature of the
control set -up.
Following gradu ation from Ea st High School in Rochester, N. Y., Mr.
Montgomery attended the Rochester Mecha nics Institute from which he
gra du ated with an M.E. degree in 1915. Hi s schooling was carried on
under the coopera tive pla n, a nd he continu ed in the employ of the Sill Stove
Wor k s, whe re h is tra ining began, until 1918. He t he n spen t th ree yea r s a s
Supervising Engineer with C. E. Knoeppel and Company, of New York ,
lea ving this connection in 192 2 to become Controller of the America n Linseed Company. In 19 3 0 he took u p his present position as Assi sta n t to the
President with the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company. F o r the past year
Mr . Montgom ery ha s served as President of our Denver Chapter.
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ACCO UNT ING F O R DE P RE C IA T I O N UN D E R REV I S E D T RE A S URY D E P A RT M E N T R E G UL A T I O N S
By Geor ge J. Armstrong, Br ookl yn, N. Y.
CIAT ION is one of the most important items in the
D EPRE
cost accounts and one most liable to be neglected. Attention has been focussed on this neglect through the Treasury
Decision 4.422 which amends Article 2 0 5 of Regulations 77 and
74 to read as follows:
Art. 205— Method of computing depreciation allowances —The capital
sum to be recovered shall be charged off over the useful life of the
property, either in equal annual installments or in accordance with
any other recognized tra de pra ctice, su ch a s a n apportionment of the
capital sum over units of production. Wha tever plan or method of
apportionment is adopted mu st be rea sona ble and mu st ha ve due regard
to operating conditions during the ta xa ble period. The reasona bleness
of a ny cla im for deprecia tion sha ll be determined upon the conditions
k nown to exist a t the end of th e pe riod for whic h th e ret u rn is m a de.
Whe re the cost or other basis of the property has been recovered
through depreciation or other allowances no further deduction for
depreciation shall be allowed. The deduction for depreciation in respect
of a ny depreciable property for any taxa ble yea r shall be limited to such
ratable a mou nt a s ma y rea sona bly be considered necessary to recover
du ring the rema ining u sefu l life of the property the u nrecovered cost
or o ther ba sis. T he burden of proof will rest u pon the taxpayer, to
sustain the deductions claimed. Therefore, taxpa yers must furnish
full and complete informa tion with respect to the cost or other basis
of the assets in respect of which depreciation is claimed, their age,
condition and remaining u sefu l life, the portion of t he ir c ost or o th er
basis which has been recovered through depreciation allowances for
prior taxable years, and such other information as the Commssioner
ma y requ ire in substa ntia tion of the deduction cla imed.

In substance this article provides that taxpayers claiming deductions from gross income for depreciation must furnish full and
complete information regarding:
( i ) The cost or other basis of assets for which depreciation
is claimed.
( 2 ) The age, condition and remaining useful life of the assets.
(3) The portion of the cost or other basis which has been
recovered through depreciation allowances for prior taxable years.
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Name and ad d re s s o f T a x M e r

Year
Acquired

O r ig i n a l Cost
and Subsequent
Ad d it ion s by
Ye a r s , In c lud in g
Current Ye ar

Account

D e d u c t io n s f o r
S a le s a n d o t h e r
D is p o s it io n s
in P r i o r Ye a r s

Adjusted Cost
Beginning
o f Ye a r
C o l. 2 lo s s C o l. 3

C r e d it s t o
D e p r e c ia t io n
Re s e r v e , P r i o r
Yea rs ( D e p r e c ia t io n
Allo wed o r
Allo w ab le )

O r ig i n a l Es tim at e d De o fu l L i f e

0

Charges t o
D e p r e c ia t io n
D e p r e c ia t io n
Bos erve, P r i o r
Reserve Begin ning
Ye ar s (Charges
of Year
f o r O t h e r Th a n
Re tir em e nt s
o r S a l e s t o be
F u lly Ex plaine d)

Balance R em aining
Beginning Of
Ye a r , Co l. 4
Lees Co l. 7

Ye ar s

Ded u c tio n s
f o r a l s o and
o t h e r D is p o s it io n s
Cu rren t Ye a r

ff it im at ed
Remain in g
Lif e

l

_

Ra t e
D e p r e c ia t io n
Cla im ed f o r
Cu r r e n t Ye a r

id j u s t e d Coet
ffid o f C u r r e n t
Ye a r . C o l. 4
Less C o l. 30

Fo R M

Charges t o
D e p r e c ia t io n
Re s e r ve , Curr ent
' Y e a r . (See n o te
C o l. 6)

Net D e p r e c ia t io n
Res er ve End
of
Cu rr en t Ye ar

R. A. 714 — SUGGESTED DEP REcEAx Lox
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Col. 2. Do a ll costs reported in Column 2 represent a ctu a l cash
expenditures by the ta xpayer? T o be certified to on
the schedule.
If a ny of the a mou nts do not represent ca sh expenditu res by the ta xpa yer, a su pplementa l statement should
be prepa red indica ting the amou nt thereof, how it was
determined with the description of the cha ra cter and
condition of the a ssets, and the ba sis u sed in a lloca ting
the a mounts to a sset a ccou nts.
Col. 3- 5- 6- 10 -12 -13 —Where the manner of accounting would
require, show opposite the year installed, all retirements
and reserve entries.
Col. 8.

Show cost rema ining to be recovered of a ssets rema ining in use a t beginning of yea r. Depreciation a llowable
for subsequent yea rs is limited to amou nts necessary
to recover remaining cost du ring rema ining servicea ble
life. If cost remaining to be recovered is no grea ter
tha n sa lvage value, no fu rther depreciation is allowa ble.

Col. 9.

Show ba sis in sepa ra te statement a s to how determined.
After the complete information required by this
schedule has once been filed, schedules for subsequent
years may omit Columns 3 -5 and 6, and Column 2,
excep t for cu r rent yea r additions.
In the ca se of those corpora t ions for which the asset
and deprecia tion reserve accounts have been kept in a
cu mu lative or composite manner (such a s public u tility
compa nies) the informa tion required will be limited to
the data called for in Cols. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 11 and 14,
together with a sepa ra te st a tement giving the informa tion called for in Col. 9. Current year entries to be
included in Cols. 3 -5 -6. Succeeding yea rs' schedules
will be extensions for the cu r re nt y ea r of t he columns
already submitted.
In every case, the figures indicated on this schedule
mu st be reconciled with the ta xpa yer's book s.
INSTRUCTIONS TO ACCOMPANY FORM R. A. 714
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(4) Such other information as may be required to establish
the correctness of the deduction claimed or to determine
the amount of the deduction properly allowable.
The Treasury Department has prepared a form of schedule
for use in compiling the information required. The use of this
particular form is not compulsory. Any form that will clearly
set forth the required information may be used.
The reader is requested to note the second column of the
Treasury Department's model form, a reprint of which accompanies this text. This means, that the taxpayer is requested to
submit a schedule of the gross annual asset purchases detailed by
years. Total gross cost for an entire group of mixed assets such
as office equipment acquired over a period of years will not, it
appears, be considered sufficient.
The deductions for sales, etc., are entered in column 3. The
deductions are applied to the year of purchase, so that when
column 3 is deducted from column z there remains in column 4
the gross value of the assets that should still be on hand. The total
of column 4 should therefore equal the balance of the appropriate general ledger asset account.
The following quotation from the letter of instructions to Collectors of Internal Revenue, Internal Revenue Agents in Charge
and others concerned, dated April 4, 1934, indicates that blanket
rates on large groups of mixed assets, with varied useful lives,
such as factory equipment will no longer be acceptable.
If the segregation of property accounts in the past has
not been sufficiently detailed to afford a reasonable basis
for the determination of the depreciation deduction, the
cost or other basis should be segregated into groups of
accounts containing similar assets having approximately
the same average lives, to serve as a basis for depreciation deductions for current and future years.
Plant asset records kept by individual items of equipment and
controlled by appropriate general ledger accounts, although a
great help in securing the needed information, are not a prerequisite. It is not intended here to deprecate the value of keeping detailed equipment records. Their advantages in cost control
have been reiterated too often, to need repetition in this discussion.
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Securing the Information
The procedure described in the following paragraphs may be
followed by those companies that are fortunate enough to have
the original vendors invoices and other papers supporting the
general ledger charges to the equipment accounts.
The reader is asked to refer to Form i, which illustrates the
method used for breaking down the detail of the general ledger
asset account. A supply of these forms can be prepared by a
typist, from standard 14- column sheets. The sheets should be
numbered in consecutive order and each should bear the title of
the asset account, such as "Office Equipment," that is being detailed. It may be well to state at this tithe that the procedure to
be outlined can be used for setting up individual card records for
each asset or for separating the assets into groups having average
useful lives, either method satisfying the revised Treasury Department regulations.
The first general heading on the form is labeled "A." This
section represents practically a copy of the entries appearing on
the general ledger. These entries may have been made on a
monthly, quarterly or other basis. It will be noted that the section
is set up in regular debit and credit style. The general ledger entries
should be transferred to the sheet for one period at a time, followed by the entries for sections "B" and "C." Each succeeding
section will take up more lines on the form, as the detail increases.
If all of the general ledger entries are inserted at one time there
is a possibility of being crowded for room when making the entries
in the succeeding sections.
Section "B" provides for the detail supporting the general
ledger debits and credits. The information for the charges is
usually found in a voucher register, and columns have therefore
been provided for:
Col. 5
Voucher number
Col. 6
Amount
Col. 7 -8 Vendor
For earlier years, it may be found that a purchase journal of
the columnar type was used. In this event the invoice date and
other appropriate data should be entered in the space provided
for voucher number.
The entries for the general ledger credits, representing retirement of assets sold are usually found in a general journal. The
1369
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detail supporting the entry in the general journal is usually attached to some form of a general journal voucher. Quite often
this detail is inadequate. Frequently one will find that when an
asset was sold, the only entry made was a debit to cash and a
credit to the asset account for the proceeds in the cash book. The
effect and disposal of these items will be taken up in succeeding
paragraphs. It need suffice here to state that credits may be
entered in section "B" in red, showing as much of the required
detail as it is possible to obtain.
Section "C" provides for entering a detailed description of the
equipment purchased. Each invoice is located and examined.
The description contained on the invoices is copied into the spaces
provided. The detailed cost is shown in the cost column. Many
invoices will contain charges for two or more different items of
equipment, and each item must be listed separately.
If any credits for sales or retirements appear in the previous
sections, they must also be entered in section "C." These credits
should be entered in red in the detail cost column on the same line
that contains the original cost of the asset.
This means that credits appearing in sections "A" and "B" of
the year that is at the moment being detailed may have to be
entered in red over the detailed cost of the appropriate item several years previous. The exact asset that the credit applies against
cannot oftentimes be accurately determined. It ma y be one of
several lathes purchased some years ago. It would appear consistent and conservative in such cases to apply the credit to the
oldest asset on record. There is a further reason for applying
these credits directly over the appropriate items, which will be
brought out later.
The work of detailing the assets by years is continued in the
manner outlined until the record has been brought up to the start
of the current year. A final check on the mathematical accuracy
of the work is available because the accumulated totals of each
section must equal the balance of the general ledger asset account
that was analyzed. The detail for each year should be started on
a new sheet.
Each item of equipment is assigned a record number. These
numbers can be inserted by a numbering machine in the last column on the form. The numbers serve as a convenient method
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for identifying items. As an illustration let us assume that some
additions were purchased for a certain large unit several years
after the unit was installed. If a car d detail of asset items is
contemplated, these numbers can serve to indicate the source of
the information. They can also be used for numbering the physical equipment itself.
A supply of sheets should now be headed up in the manner
illustrated by Form 2. For the purpose 14- column sheets exactly
the same as used for Form i should be used. The sheets should,
however, be cut down to 9 columns. These sheets are numbered
consecutively and interleaved with the sheets on which the asset
purchases have been detailed. Some blank 14-column sheets can
now be placed on top and the entire lot of sheets can be bound
together either on the side or top, whichever is preferred.

RECORD
NO.
AEUMNED

Co l.
1

ORIG. SALVAGE
T TALUE

Co l.
2

C o l.
3

VALUE TO
BE DEPRECIATED

C o l.
4

DEPRECIAADJUSTED
TION
REMAINIM RESERVE
REL'AINIM
RESERVE
VALUE
ADJUSTME172 VALUE

C o l.
5

C o l.
6

C o l.
7

C o l.
6

?ORM $2

The equipment record number and the original cost value of
each item can now be transferred to columns i and 2 of Form 2.
Provision is made for salvage allowance in column 3. If a
blanket rate of depreciation has been applied to a mixed asset account it is not likely that any salvage allowance was provided for.
Therefore the value to be inserted in column 4 will be the same
as that inserted in column 2.
The value of items that have been sold or otherwise disposed
of should not be transferred to Form 2. There will be instances
where the value received for such items was credited direct to the
asset account, but was inadequate to eliminate the asset from the
accounts. Two courses are open. The balance remaining may be
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carried forward, just as if it represented an asset in possession
of the company. If it is determined later on that the item is fully
depreciated, a portion of the reserve equal to the balance carried
as an asset can be applied to it. Therefore no particular harm is
done other than that the total value of assets and reserves is overstated. The second recourse is to make adjustment at once by entry
in the general journal. In any event, such items should be cleared
from the accounts as soon as possible after the analysis described
herein is completed.
The next step is the distribution of the reserve account over the
asset purchases by years on some equitable basis. For this purpose one of the blank 4- column sheets inserted in the front of
the analysis can be used. The first three columns should be left
for descriptive matter and the next six columns should be headed
up as follows:
(a )
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
( f)

Gross annual purchases
Deductions for sales, etc.
Assets remaining at end of year i9—
Rates accumulated
Depreciation accumulated
Undepreciated value as at —

The data for column "a" can be obtained direct from the work
sheets as it represents the total debits to the asset account, in
section "A" of Form i.
The data for column "b" is the sum total of the credits applied
to items for any one year in section "C" of Form i. Column "c"
is arrived at by deducting columns "b" from "a," and must check
with the total of column 4 of Form 2.
The company policy with respect to depreciation rates in the past
must now be determined. This will give a clue as to the proper
rate to use for purposes of rate accumulation. The exact rate of
accumulation can be worked out on a mathematical basis but frequently involves split monthly periods. It therefore does not seem
necessary to go into refinement in explaining columns "d" and "e."
Let us assume a plant has been in existence for ten years and
that the rate of depreciation used was 2 0 % annually. One half
the annual rate was applied to assets acquired during the current
year. A table can be set up as follows:
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Rates
Accumulated

Year
I

I00

2

I00%

..............
..............
3 ..............
4 ..............
5 ..............
6 ..............

I00 t o
100%
IOOL70
g0%
70°70

7

..............
8 ..............
g..............

50%
30%
I0%

I0

..............
The above table means that the assets purchased in each of the
first five years have been in existence long enough to have been
fully depreciated. The assets acquired in the sixth year require
a further I o 7/o depreciation before they become l 0 0 % depreciated.
This is because only I o °Jo (one half of the annual rate) was
applied in the year in which they were acquired.
If these accumulated percentages are applied to the asset value
shown in column "c," the values for column "e" will be arrived
at. The total of this column should equal the balance of the
reserve account. The chances are that many times it will not do
so. By trial and error it is possible to arrive at the rate for the
nearest life period without resorting to split periods. The difference remaining after the extensions are made and the total compared with the reserve should be small and can be prorated over
the accumulated depreciation already arrived at. The proration
should be made only against the accumulated reserve of the assets
that are not fully depreciated. All previous years have already
been depreciated l 0 0 % • The values for column "f" are arrived
at by deducting column "e" from column "c."
A corrected depreciation factor or accumulated rate should now
be arrived at. This is accomplished by dividing the values contained in column "c" by the adjusted amounts in column "e."
The adjusted accumulation factors derived on the work sheet
are now applied to the itemized asset values inserted in column 4
of Form 2. The result is the proper portion of the depreciation
reserve that applies to that particular asset.
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If this reserve amount is deducted from the value to be depreciated as shown in column 4, there results the portion of the original cost value of that particular item which is still undepreciated.
It was stated in a previous paragraph that the detailed records
for each year should be started on a new sheet. The values in
columns 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of Form 2 should now be totalled, obtaining separate subtotals for each year.
The total of column 4, Form 2, should agree with the total
column "c" for the corresponding year found on the work sheet
on which the accumulated depreciation rates were calculated.
In a similar manner columns 5 and 6 on Form 2 should agree
with the yearly totals entered in columns "e" and "f" of the work
sheet. Inasmuch as the detail for making the calculations on the
accumulation rate sheet were obtained from the detail on Form i,
and the detail supporting most of the data on Form 2 was obtained
direct from the same source, a mathematical check on the accuracy
of the work is obtained. The grand totals of columns "c," "e"
and "f" should agree with the balances of the general ledger asset
and reserve for depreciation control accounts.

Detailed Plant Records
Some small organizations may find that the foregoing record
will give them all of the information that they require, the information for tax purposes being drawn off on work sheets at the
end of the fiscal period by whatever groups are considered necessary. In the great majority of cases, however, a single annual
rate of depreciation applied to all assets in a general account will
not give the desired results.
The executives of the organization must therefore decide
whether they wish a detailed card record of asset items. This
card would contain the usual descriptive matter found on such
cards and provide columns for recording monthly or quarterly the
amount of depreciation written off to expense. Such records involve considerable detail work. The advantage however of obtaining correct depreciation costs for each operating department, the
proper identification for record adjustment when sales of fixed
assets are made, and the comparative knowledge of the period of
usefulness of various units of equipment, makes such records, in
the opinion of many executives, worth while. Some firms cannot
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afford the expense of such detailed records. It is therefore possible to break the data obtained on the work sheets into groups
of similar assets with periods of useful lives that on the average
are the same. These groups can be set up as sub - accounts in a
subsidiary ledger, which in turn is controlled by a general ledger
asset account. The depreciation rates applied annually or otherwise to each group, would be posted in total to the general ledger
"Reserve for Depreciation Account."
The reader has now been informed in a general way what can
be accomplished. More will be said about setting up a detailed
card record system and a group asset control system in later paragraphs. It seems best at this point to divert our attention to two
other matters that should be given attention.
When inventories are spoken of we usually think of raw materials and finished product, and seldom associate the term with fixed
assets. Yet a firm that has been in operation for a period of years
will often get many surprises if at the end of that period an attempt is made to install a systematic control over its investment
tied up in fixed equipment. Machines fully depreciated on the
books, will be found running in perfect order, whereas others that
should be around cannot be located. Some machines may have
had attachments made to them, or their general appearance so
altered that the original is no longer distinguishable. Electric
motors will often times be taken from one unit in one department
and attached to another unit in another department. Much could
be said about what to expect, but the problem is individual, just
as the methods and processes of any one plant are individual.
The detail set up on the work sheets furnishes an excellent basis
for starting with an inventory. It is best to take one class of
items at a time, if the plant is of the machine tool type where there
often times are numerous units of the same type. For example all
of the lathes, in all departments may be covered at one time. Some
can be identified with the items on the sheets and assumptions
must be made in regard to others. Manufacturers of electric motors, engines, and other large equipment usually place serial numbers on their machines and also show these numbers on their
invoices. In those cases there is something concrete to look for.
Each piece of equipment identified should be numbered. Numbered brass tags that are soldered direct to a part of the unit are
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commonly used for this purpose. It is to be understood that the
number attached to the machine should correspond with the number assigned on the work sheets. The department in which the
machine is located should be noted on the work sheets.
Instructions should be issued to all those concerned, relative to
the importance of and method to be followed in numbering all new
purchases of equipment.
When the physical inventory is complete it will frequently be
found desirable to make an adjustment of the asset values on the
general books. It may be that equipment was depreciated too
rapidly in the accounts. This may be the result of incorrect
accounting methods in determining the depreciation base, —fully
depreciated assets were not eliminated —or the rates used may have
been excessive.
Should it be decided that an adjustment is necessary, and that
a detailed card record of equipment is to be kept, the adjustment
should be deferred until cards have been made for all of the items
listed on the work sheets. The values shown on the work sheets
will be posted to the cards. In this way all of the cards will show
the status of the item before any adjustment was made.
The equipment cards can then be sorted into groups of similar
assets and on the basis of the individual plant experience, and any
other information available, proper rates and adjustment can be
made. A reduction in the rate will result in a decrease of the
depreciation reserve and an increase in the remaining value. The
adjustments made on the cards should also be posted to Form 2
of the work sheets. Two blank columns are available on these
sheets. The adjustment of the reserve can be posted in column 7
and the new remaining value can be posted in column 8. When
all of the cards that need adjustment have been completed, the
columns on Form 2 should be totalled. A separate total should
be obtained for each year. The sub - totals can be brought forward
to the sheet on which the accumulated rates were calculated. In
this way we have a condensed picture of the total adjustment and
the amount of the adjustment applicable to each year. In most
companies this adjustment, assuming excessive depreciation, represents a credit to earned surplus and a debit to the depreciation
reserve account. In some instances all or part should be set up
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(a )
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

sug-

as

as a capital surplus item. For example, a plant that has been in
operation for some years has been acquired through purchase of
all of its outstanding stock by another corporation. The new
acquisition is to be operated as a subsidiary of the purchasing
concern. Here it is evident that the book value of the earned
surplus and the reserve for depreciation accounts have been misstated on the books of the subsidiary concern if the depreciation
charged off yearly has been excessive. The parent company may
desire to adjust these values, and if they do so the adjustment
should properly be reflected in a separate capital surplus account
rather than earned surplus.
Consideration must be given to attitude of the Treasury Department officials when contemplating adjustments such
gested in the previous paragraphs. It is not intended here to give
any interpretations to the rulings of the Revenue Agents. These
decisions vary according to the facts supporting each particular
case and no general statement could be sufficient.
It was mentioned that some concerns would probably find it
most satisfactory for their purpose to break down the general
assets accounts into groups. Each group would be composed of
assets having similar average periods of useful lives, and a proper
rate of depreciation would be assigned to each group.
The procedure whereby this can be done will now be briefly
described. Let us assume that the general ledger contains one
account for office equipment and one account for reserve for depreciation on office equipment. It will be further assumed that these
accounts have been detailed by years as per the method described
above.
An analysis shows that these items can be divided into groups,
a suggested list of which might be as follows:
Office machines
Desks and office chairs
Cases, cabinets, etc.
Office safes and vaults
Miscellaneous

Sufficient sheets should be headed up for all the groups. Regular 14-column sheets can be used. The general asset account
title and the sub- account or group should be inserted at the top
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of each sheet. The columns can be spaced off to provide for the
following data:
( i ) Equipment number
(z ) Description
(3) Year acquired
(4) Original cost
(5) Salvage value allowance
(6) Value to be depreciated
(7) Year disposed of
(8) Amount received
The data for columns i to 4 inclusive can be obtained direct from
the work sheets. The data for column 5 can be inserted on these
sheets if conditions warrant, and the net value remaining can be
extended into column 6.
Each group can be assigned a sub - account number. Invoices
for equipment purchases passed through the voucher register will
be coded with the regular account code assigned to the general
asset account on the general ledger plus the sub - account assigned
to the group. The combined total of column 4 for all of the
group sheets should equal the balance of the general ledger asset
account. It is to be observed that only those assets with a remaining value are brought forward to the group sheets at the time the
method is started in operation. All future purchases and retirements must be posted to the sheets as they occur, thereby retaining the control established.
The depreciation charge is calculated for each group on a separate sheet. These sheets are placed over the group to which they
properly belong and a proper rate of depreciation is assigned to
each group and noted at the top of the form. This depreciation
rate can be changed as conditions warrant.
A satisfactory form for calculating the depreciation charge and
setting up the credit to the reserve account can be arranged on a
standard 14-column sheet by spacing off the following headings:
(a ) Description
(b) Detail
(c) Asset balance
(d) Assets fully depreciated
(e) Depreciable assets
( f) Rates
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(g) Depreciation detail
(h) Total
(i) Reserve account
The entries to the form may be made on an annual, semiannual or quarterly basis. The entries may also be made on a
monthly basis although this may in some cases greatly increase the
work involved. Form 3 illustrates the method for making the
calculations on this schedule on an annual basis. The asset balance as of the beginning of the period is inserted in column "c."
The total value of assets which have become fully depreciated
is inserted in column "d" and the difference which is the value of
assets not as yet fully depreciated is inserted in column "e." The
reserve accumulation to date is entered in column "i."
On the next line opposite an appropriate side caption is entered
the value of the assets which have become fully depreciated during
the current year. In the example illustrated, one half of the annual
rate was applied to the assets in the year in which they were acquired and the remaining one half in the year in which they
become fully depreciated. It will be noted that the value of the
exhausted assets is entered in columns "d" and "e" and that one
half of the annual rate is applied to the value shown in column
"e" and entered in column "g."
The next step is the calculation of a new depreciation base to
which the full annual rate is applicable. Therefore the value shown
under the caption "Asset Balance" is brought down to a new line.
The value of the assets which became fully depreciated during the
current year is added to the previous balance of fully depreciated
assets and the new total inserted in column "d" of the same line.
The value of assets which became fully depreciated during the current year is deducted from the previous balance of depreciable assets and the difference inserted on the next line. It should be noted
that the accumulated totals in column "c" less the accumulated
entries in column "d" must always equal the values inserted in column "e ". The annual rate is now applied to the new depreciation
base and the value entered in column "g ".
During the current year there were in all probability some additional purchases of new assets and some sales of assets acquired
in previous years. In agreement with the assumption made above,
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the rate to be applied to both purchases and deductions made during the current year is one -half the annual rate. A word of caution
here is in order. The half annual should not be applied to the
deduction if the disposal is an item of equipment that has previously been entered as fully depreciated. Opposite a side caption
"Gross additions by Purchase — Current Year" the value of the
assets purchased during the year are entered in column "b ". This
value can be obtained direct from the appropriate group sheets.
On the next line opposite a side caption "Deductions," the original
cost value of assets disposed of during the year which have not
been previously deducted as fully depreciated, is entered. This information should be detailed by year of acquisition. The value of
any assets disposed of, that have been already fully depreciated,
should be entered opposite a similar caption but shown as deductions in columns "c" and "d ", and not as part of the detail for
column "b."
The net value of the detail entries for purchases and deductions
should be extended into columns "b" and "g." The half annual
rate is then applied to the net amount and the value inserted in the
depreciation detail column. The entries in the depreciation detail
column for the current year can now be totalled and the total entered in column "h." This value represents the depreciation charge
for the period, applying to that particular group of assets. The
sum total of this charge for all groups represents the amount that
should be set up on the general ledger as a charge to depreciation
and a credit to the reserve account.
Some consideration must now be given to adjustment of the reserve account on account of the retirement of certain units of
equipment. It is obvious that the retirement or disposal of any
units that have been fully depreciated should result in the full
value being debited to the reserve account. Therefore, these values
are extended into the column "i" in red. Other disposals may not
have been fully depreciated. These represent the disposals which
were entered in column "b" and included as part of the net additions for the period. That portion of the value which has been
reserved should be debited to the reserve account. The year acquired is shown in the detail of the explanation column. It is also
shown on the group asset sheets. It is therefore easy to calculate
the accumulated depreciation rate to date. In the illustration, based
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on a iog'o annual rate, this means $% for the first and last years
and I o % for the intervening periods. Therefore an asset purchased five years ago and sold during the current period would
have 4o% of its value reserved. This percent if applied to the depreciable value of the asset will give the amount of adjustment required in the reserve account. This value is entered in red in column "i."
It should be noted that there is a column on the group asset
sheets for the insertion of the amount received for assets disposed
of. We have therefore all of the required information in order
to prepare a journal entry effecting:
(a ) Credit to the asset account for the original cost value of
assets disposed of.
(b) Debit to the reserve for depreciation account for the
part of the depreciable value that has been reserved.
(c) Debit or credit to a profit and loss or surplus for the difference between amount received and the net value of the
assets as shown in the records.
The above text completes the description of suggested methods
for analyzing the assets accounts and setting methods for future
record keeping that will give the desired information.
It has been the experience of the writer that there is a great deal
of misconception as to the true nature of the reserve for depreciation account among plant accountants. It is not intended to go
into that subject here, as it would take more detailed information
than space allows. A few samples of some common types that may
have a bearing on the new Treasury Department regulations will
be mentioned.
It is frequently found that major repairs, which are in the nature of replacements of parts of existing equipment are charged
to the depreciation reserve on the theory that they arrest depreciation and prolong the life of the asset. It is true that this procedure
does not affect the original cost value. It frequently happens however that the cost of the part replaced is much greater than the cost
of a similar part purchased as an integral part of a new machine.
The cost of installation may be excessive due to the operating conditions and location of the machine in the particular plant. The
old part removed may have a certain salvage value and as frequently happens there has not been sufficient reserve accumulated
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in

to date to absorb the full charge of the cost of the renewal. It
seems better accounting therefore to eliminate the old part from
the reserve to the extent provided for in the reserve, eliminate its
total value from the asset account, charge any difference to Profit
and Loss, and capitalize the cost of the new parts.
Some concerns still use an annual depreciation charge that fluctuates with the annual earnings. Others use a charge based on a
budget of fixed expenses on some other similar calculation made
as much as several years ago and continue to set up the annual
charge indicated in this so- called budget year after year, making
no allowances for the fact that numerous additions and deductions
have since been made to the plant equipment and purchases of
earlier years may have become fully depreciated. Such as procedure overlooks the fact that the cost of plant assets is in reality
a deferred charge and that the ep _ia t i on cTarge,
effect, Prorates the cost of these assets over the term of their useful lives so
that eacf period shall bear1s
share.
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EQ UIPM ENT AN D DEPRECIATION CONTROL
TH RO UG H T H E USE O F TABULATING CARDS
By Warren B. Montgomery,
Assistant to the President,
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, Denver, Colo.
history of equipment and depreciation records has been one
T HE
of much discussion and numerous books and papers have been
written on the subject. We can all recall the time when depreciation was merely a word, but with the advent of the income tax law
March 1, 1913, the depreciation factor was brought forcibly to the
attention of both accountants and executives.
As late as 1930, the ex- president of a large corporation (still
the chairmann of the board) remarked, "When some companies
made a good profit they took adequate depreciation, but when they
did not they had another thought." Some companies set up depreciation on the basis of production, which may or may not be good
accounting. Certainly the test of any method used should be, "Does
it present a true financial picture to the stockholders ?"
The older method of keeping records of equipment and buildings
utilized either cards or loose -leaf ledgers. If the company wanted
monthly depreciation on the income statement and balance sheet,
this method entailed considerable handwork, both from the first
entry and every month thereafter, in obtaining the monthly rate
and the accrued depreciation reserve to -date.
As of January 31, 1932, The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
and subsidiary companies discarded the old form of building and
equipment ledgers, which contained cost delivered, installation,
date purchased, vendor, order number, authority number, and all
other essential information necessary to keep accurate account of
all the property of the companies.
There were, before the change, 32 equipment ledgers, and as
stated before, these were all handwritten. At the end of the year,
or at the beginning of the following year, it took the regular force
of five persons, plus some additional help, two months to make
up the year -end trial balance, and a complete list of all additions
and retirements.
Exhibit I is the old equipment ledger sheet from which Exhibits II and III (make -up sheet for tabulating cards as of Janu1385
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ary 1, 1932) were made. As many as 33 items could be listed on
these sheets and they were the media for making up the equipment tabulating card (see Exhibit II and III) .
These sheets were used to get the information from the equipment ledgers. Some items were based on an appraisal made in
1926; Other items purchased subsequent to that date. The date is
as follows:
I. Company
2. Control Number
3. Description of item
4. Depreciation starting time
5. Department number
6. Equipment number
7. Periods of physical life in months
8. Depreciation stop period
9. Designating Code
10. Cost Value
11. Accrued Depreciation
12. Cost Factor Value
13. Depreciation per year
14. Depreciation Periodic Charge
On new equipment, such as automobiles, office furniture, etc., the
item is posted to the make -up sheet from the invoice. The make -up
sheet is then used to get all the factors pertaining to this information necessary to make the tabulating card. Large improvements,
usually on an "Authority for Improvement Expenditure," must be
broken down into such classifications as excavation, foundation,
and other elements, some of which will be depreciable and some
non - depreciable. The make -up sheets are filed in binders and are
kept for an indefinite period. They are always available to auditors or anyone else in need of more detailed information.
To follow the detail all through the line it is necessary to explain what some of the terms mean and how they are obtained:
The "Depreciation Stop Period," permits of the withdrawal of
fully depreciated items as they mature, based on the "period number" that each month represents in counting from the common
denominator date of the card record. For example, July, 1933,
represents a stop period of 19 months from the common denominator date January 1, 1932. Any items showing stop period 19
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would be withdrawn from the active file as of August 1, 1933• The
withdrawal may be done either by mechanical sorting or by compiling a list of maturing items from the detail trial balance printed
by the tabulation. In this installation the latter method is used, as
very few items at present are maturing in the early years of the
card record. In the case of additions ( see Exhibit III) the "Depreciation Stop Period" is adjusted for the number of months
elapsed from the base date to depreciation starting date of each
item.
The "Cost Factor Value," in combination with the "Depreciation Periodic Charge," permits the calculation of net book value
and accrued depreciation for any period, by single items or group
totals, regardless of depreciation rates, by the application of the
following formula:
Let F — Cost Factor Value
D = Depreciation Periodic Charge
N — Number of Periods from the Common Denominator
Date
Then F— (DN) — Net Book Value
Subtracting this result from Cost Value gives the Accrued Depreciation. The calculation of "Cost Factor Value" and the application of the net book value formula to subsequent period will now
be illustrated in connection with Exhibits II and III. For all items
on hand at the base date the "Cost Factor Value" is the net book
value at that date ( See Exhibit V) . For all property additions
after the common denominator date, "Cost Factor Value" is the
cost value, plus the result of the monthly depreciation, times the
number of months from the common denominator date. In Exhibit V depreciation starts April 1, 1933, or 1 5 months from the
common denominator date. Then "Cost Value" $769.8o, plus
monthly depreciation, times 15, equals $1,010.25 or "Cost Factor
Value." This value has the effect of placing all items at par for
the purpose of determining net book value and accrued depreciation as shown by the test which follows:
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Calculation of Net Book Value for Exh ibit IV an d V a s of
June 31, 1933
Cost Value
Ex hi bi t IV . .. .. .. .. .. .. $ 624.10
Exhibit V . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769.80
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,393,90

Cost Factor
Value
$ 338.10
1,010.25

Depreciation
Periodic Charge
$13.00
16.03

$1,348.35

$29.03

July 31 , 1933 equals ig periods for common denominator date;
Then:
F

DN

$ 1 ,348.35

Exhibit IV
Exhibit V

Net Book Value

minus

equals
$29.03 x 19

Depreciation
Starting
Date
March 1, 1930
April 1, 1933

Period
Elapsed
to July
31, 1933
41
4

$796.78
Depreciation
Periodic
Charge
$13.00
16.03

Accrued
Depreciation
$533.00
64.12

Cost Value $1,393.90 minus accrued depreciation $597.12 equals
$796.78, or Net Book Value at July 1st, 1933•
The procedure in setting up the tabulating card record is shown
in Exhibit IV and V, replacing the make -up and ledger sheet.
Exhibit II shows the make -up sheet in current use, providing the
authority for punching cards and a medium to check against
charges posted in the general ledger account.
To facilitate the identification of cards by the several different
classes of desired information, a designating code is punched on
what is called "extra capacity over the nought space." These spaces
are called eleventh and twelfth and are used either as indentification, or using an amount larger than contained within the space
allotted to given account number or value.
The eleventh space is used to give the following information:
Column 22 Original depreciating investment at common
denominator date
"
23 Original non - depreciating investment at common denominator date
it
25 Additions —Cash expenditures
di
25 Additions — Transfers -in
it
26 Combined cash expenditure and transfer -in
"
27 Salvage account
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28 Cards reflecting cost value only for fully depreciated items
"
29 Retirements —Sold or scrapped from regular
items
it
32 Retirements —Sold or scrapped — salvage account
({ 33 Retirements— Transfers -out
35 Retirements — Fully depreciated — Cards
withdrawn
When equipment is purchased or retired, it is entered on the
make -up sheet (Exhibits II a nd III). Duplicate sheets are made
for the general ledger control equipment accounts. At the end of
each month these sheets are totaled for the month's additions and
checked to ledger control. Cards are then written, punched, and
sorted into the several cost centers. Retirement items are withdrawn, gang punched with code numbers 29 or 32 and filed for
tabulation of annual reports.
Where monthly depreciation is carried on the card in even cents,
a slight adjustment must be made of the depreciation reserve by
journal entry for the fully depreciated items withdrawn.
For the purpose of reflecting the investment and depreciation
reserve values, a card carrying cost or appraisal value only is made
for fully depreciated items. Applying the net book value formula
to this card results in Net Book Value (none) and accrued depreciation ioo%o.
The majority of cards in the active file are changed but little
over a year's time (excepting always betterments or improvements). To avoid the constant wear on each card, master cards
are punched covering each cost center, naturally to conform to the
equipment control account in the general ledgers. The master cards
are run monthly, both for trial balance and depreciation entries.
The detail cards are run every three months and checked against
the summary of the master cards. Of necessity master cards must
be changed frequently as new equipment is added, or when retirements and fully depreciated items are taken out. In this way there
is a constant control with the general ledger account.
It has been found in a little over 20 months' experience that this
method of accounting for equipment of all kinds, plus a control of
monthly depreciation, has been remarkably successful. We have
only one person on this work who is located in the tabulation de`

"
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partment. An example of its effectiveness was the recent request
of an executive of the company for the sound value of all equipment by each mine, store, tenant house, garage, and steel works as
of June 30, 1932. This request was made July io and the data
submitted in complete detail on July 14. If the old equipment
ledgers had been in use it would have taken at least two months to
compile the information.
It might be stated at this point that the books of account of
many companies do not agree with the value placed by the Internal
Revenue Department. Very likely the rate of depreciation is either
greater or lower, and subsequently the remaining sound value will
be different. Only by using a specific rate of depreciation and
adjusting the accrued depreciation reserve could the "book valuation" and the "Bureau Valuation" be brought into line. More and
more thought is being given to specific rates of depreciation and
the time is not far away when this method will be generally used.
Progressive business organizations are constantly seeking
methods that will insure speed and accuracy. Each company has
its own problems to solve and if this paper has contributed to the
general knowledge on this subject, the time and effort spent in
compiling the data has been well worthwhile.
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